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Conditions for participation to the  

VERON Ham Radio Convention (Dag voor de RadioAmateur) in the Netherlands 

 
 
 

Participants of the DvdRA: VROM, AMRATO, Commissions and homebrew 
What you need to know: Building up: Friday from 12.00 till 20.00 o’clock with professional 
night guarding (see registration form) or else Saturday from 07.00 till 9.30 o’clock. The Hall is 
open for the public on Saturday 09.30 till 17.00 o’clock. 
 

Participants are obliged without restrictions, to: 
1. Follow the instructions, indications and orders from the organiser; the fire brigade and other 

competences belonging to the personal from the IJsselhallen. 
2. Your participation is on your own risk, the organiser and its personal is not responsible for 

“all” what happens to you, caused by your participation. 
3. A sufficient insurance against legal responsibility between the participant(s), organiser and 

visitors of its stand. 
4. Don’t break-up your stand before 16.00 o’clock. If special circumstances need earlier 

breaking-up, communicate this with the organiser (as soon as possible). 
5. Take the necessary measures to minimize the chance that someone can steal goods from 

you and or your transportation. 
6. You can earn one or more stands if you book or register yourself to given procedure, for 

payment you must pay (internet) in advance.  
7. The stand(s) you became from the organisation, are strict personal, it is not allowed for you 

to give these stands or place(s) to other persons (with or without paying). If you cannot, or 
want not, make use of the stand place(s), you must inform the organisation, as soon as 
possible (by E-mail or by phone). 

8. Cancelling (after ordering), till 2 weeks before the market, return of half the payment (only 
from the stands not from extra places). Cancelling later than 2 weeks before the market , 
no return of payment (because of the costs for the organisation). 

9. The flea market is not a dump place for your old stuff or garbage. You rented a clean stand 
and have to return a clean one too. Remind your fellow stand holders should they forget. If 
not everyone co-operates, stand prices have to go up drastically. This is because cleaning 
costs rise exorbitantly. Help to keep prices at an affordable level. (Tip: bring your own 
garbage bag, that is most convenient). It is mandatory that you leave your place empty and 
clean. There are no containers available. 

10. Only electronics may be sold, equipment as well as new electronic components, measuring-
instruments, antennas, hobby-tools, etc.. We therefore accept no selling of unrelated 
materials, toys, etc. In case of doubt, the organisation decision counts. 

11. Do not sell, or use, easy inflammable products, unless you asked the organisation 
permission for that, and this is permitted. Under this restriction is also meant roofs or covers 
without demonstrable fire extinguish/delay approval. 

12. We strongly urge you: do not block the entries with your vehicles. After unloading, please 
park your vehicle in the stand holders-parking place, but definitely not in front of these 
doors. Leave room for other exhibitors to unload. The doors must remain free because of 
fire brigade regulations. During the market the doors are closed and stay closed. If 
someone (exception) must use a door, he first must ask the organisation, they will be 
present. 

13. It is not allowed to fasten cables over gangways, cables on the bottom must be fixed with 
suitable tape. 

14. Be careful that no sharp products coming out of your stand, which easily (without evil 
intention) can wound people. Generally we ask you to behave such a way that human 
safety always will be guaranteed. 
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15. In the IJsselhallen is a first aid station, these persons can be called by the organisation. 
16. At all places for everybody in the IJsselhallen is it forbidden to smoke. 
17. It is not allowed to make a light and sound show from your stand. In case of doubt, the 

organisation decision counts.   
18. By signing the registration form, you agree 100% the above mentioned conditions. 

 

 

Your registration is only accepted and definite (if there are places left), in order 

of reception of the indebted costs at:  

VERON ERAAN/ERAF, IBAN: NL46INGB0002294115  BIC: INGBNL2A  
 

 
 
VERON Evenementen Commissie (the organiser) 


